PFC. Provoked by the neuroimaging experiments, this minireview articulates an hypothesis that augmented responding for drug-associated stimuli and reduced rePrime diagnostic criteria for drug addiction include sponding for natural rewards arise from recently disuncontrollable urges to obtain drugs and reduced becovered cocaine-induced cellular adaptations in the havioral responding for natural rewards. Cellular glutamatergic projection from the PFC to the nucleus adaptations in the glutamate projection from the preaccumbens. frontal cortex (PFC) to the nucleus accumbens have Initial data leading up to this hypothesis were obbeen discovered in rats withdrawn from cocaine that tained in vivo using the reinstatement animal model of may underlie these cardinal features of addiction. A addiction. In this model, animals are trained to selfhypothesis is articulated that altered G protein signaladminister drug. Responding for the drug (e.g., lever ing in the PFC focuses behavior on drug-associated pressing or nose poking) is then extinguished by restimuli, while dysregulated PFC-accumbens synaptic placing drug for saline, and responding is subsequently glutamate transmission underlies the unmanageable reinstated by various stimuli known to precipitate remotivation to seek drugs. 
Figure 1. Cellular Adaptations in the PFCAccumbens Projection that May Underlie the Cardinal Characteristics of Addiction
Cell signaling, changes induced by dopamine receptor signaling in ion channel conductances regulating cell excitability (see Seamans and Yang, 2004 , for detailed description); iGluR, ionotropic glutamate receptor; mGluR, metabotropic glutamate receptor. The size of symbols or lettering connotes increases or decreases following withdrawal from cocaine.
AGS3, G protein coupling to D2 receptors is reduced in
result in behavior that is regulated by competing motivationally relevant stimuli, while state 2 promotes more the PFC following cocaine withdrawal (Bowers et al., 2004) . Importantly, if AGS3 levels in the PFC of rats focused behavioral responding regulated by relatively few motivational stimuli. The inhibition of D2 signaling trained to self-administer cocaine are restored to normal using an antisense oligonucleotide strategy, the elicited by the cocaine withdrawal-induced increase in AGS3 will promote state 2, which may cause behavior reinstatement of cocaine seeking is abolished. Conversely, if AGS3 sequestration of Giα is augmented by to be oriented by particularly strong stimuli (Figure 1 ). In addicts, drug-associated stimuli would provide parintra-PFC transduction of cells with the AGS3-Giα binding domain, animals show sensitized cocaine-induced ticularly strong activation of the prefrontal cortex due to the fact that the administration of drugs of abuse behavioral responses and increased release of glutamate in the accumbens (Bowers et al., 2004) . promotes dopamine release, and the pairing of druginduced dopamine release with an environmental stimGiven the importance of dopamine transmission in the PFC in regulating cocaine seeking, it is possible ulus is thought to strengthen the encoding and motivational salience of that stimulus (Schultz, 2002 
